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A how-to guide to complex values for a graphing calculator. 
 

This is outside the topic stream for our Brief Reports on pre-calculus complex 
algebra topics. The next two pages are classroom handouts for how to use a 
particular calculator to find solutions to complex value and variable problems.   
 
Our page-1 is a classroom handout that shows the functional capabilies of the TI-84 
graphing calculator.  The list along the right edge of the text discusses the basic 
complex value operations and the main text, filling the left most column, discuss 
usage and pitfalls to avoid for the TI-8x series (mostly concerning degree vs radian 
use for the phase angle.). 
 
Our page-2 is a very short summary of the complex plane that is presented to 
algebra classes that are in the early stage of complex studies.  
 
 
 
The specific instructions are for the Texas Instruments TI-84(83) series of graphing calculators.  This document is 
directed to this particular unit, but the instructions are typical of the operations that any reasonable calculator 
should be capable of answering.  
 

NOTE:  This is not a recommendation for the specific product.   
The TI-84 is an old device whose handling and use were formed when 
calculators were first introduced into class room use.  The display on 
the original (now less-expensive versions) was a back track to the 
technology capabilities of the 1980s.  
 
The capability/price ratio of the 84 is surprisingly low as may be seen 
when comparing other, competing units. Positive points:  most 
students cannot program this unit, cannot store answers for reference 
during a test, and the unit provides excellent capability for checking 
work.  
 
This device can easily become a crutch that keeps students from 
actually understanding what the math is about. To use such a device 
for the classroom setting, the instructor must diligently inform the 
students that ALL work must be shown on paper for credit.  
 
 
 
  

The calculator key for this 
model is its keyboard button 
that inserts the imaginary 
unit i  , the 2nd function  for 
the decimal point key. 

Keyboard for the TI-84.  
The 4 keys highlighted here are the main 

ones used for complex calculations. 
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  Normally, you will not use a calculator on tests, but it is very useful for checking results obtained by pen and paper 

Set up the calculator: use [MODE]  Calculate in rectangular form or in polar form.   
   In polar form, DISPLAY angle in degrees or radians, but always ENTER phase angle value using  radian measure. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Multiply complex numbers 
(Imaginary index) i    … A.K.A. [2ND] [ . ]  

⋆ Multiply  3+2i  and 4–i   

 (3+2i) [×] (4–i) [ENTER]    14+5i   

Add complex numbers 
(Imaginary index) i    … A.K.A. [2ND] [ . ]   

⋆ Add 3+2i  and 4–i   

 Press   3+2i [+] 4–i  [ENTER]     7+i    
 

CPX   functions          [MATH] [ ] 
Z   is a complex number 

1: conj(   Conjugate of Z   (  or Z*) 
2: real( Real part of Z 
3: imag( Imaginary part of Z 
4: angle( Polar phase angle θ of Z  

5: abs( Norm =     A.K.A.|Z| 

6: Rect Convert Z to rectangular 
7: Polar Convert Z to polar   

Setup for complex  [MODE] 
⋆ Press [MODE]   [▼] to this line:   
  REAL a+bi reϕi  
  (Real) (Rectangular cplx) (Polar cplx) 

⋆ Set for Rectangular complex  
 [ ] highlight   a+bi   then press [ENTER] 

⋆ Exit  with  [QUIT]     … AKA [2ND] [MODE]  

Divide complex numbers 
(Imaginary index) i      … A.K.A.  [2ND] [ . ]  

⋆ Divide  3+2i  and 4–i     

   (3+2i) [÷ ] (4–i) [ENTER]      

  0.588…+0.647… i    

   (3+2i) [÷ ] (4–i)  [MATH] 1: Frac [ENTER]  

                            

Domain of Polar complex   r eϕ  

i    
 ⋆ Calculator adjusts: ϕ ∈ [–π, +π] 
 

 ⋆ Most mathematics: ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] 
 
 [MODE]  DEGREE  e^(4π/3 i) e^(-120 i)   
 [MODE]  RADIAN  e^(4π/3 i) e^(-2.094… i) 
  calculator shifted to its output domain –2π/3 

 Never enter  polar phase angle using degrees  

Example  polar/rectangular conversion  
 Polar form  uses  NORM which is  abs(-5+3i)  =  5.83095 
 [MODE] DEGREE -5+3i Polar   (5.831)e^(149.04i)  

  angle(-5+3i)  149.0362 (degrees)    

  5.83e^(149.04 i) Rect   -1.099-5.725 i      

        NO: ↑  do not enter degrees  

  5.83e^(149.04 i) Rect   -1.099-5.725 i        

 [MODE] RADIAN -5+3i Polar   (5.831)e^(2.601i)   

  angle(-5+3i)    2.60117(radians)     

  5.83e^(2.60 i) Rect   -4.99957+3.00537i)  

        YES: Enter angles in radian measure.  Calculations are 
       more accurate when more decimals are input as in … 
  5.831e^(2.601 i) Rect   -5.00012+2.99989i)  

 Always enter phase angle value in radians,  
independent of  [MODE] setting.   

Conjugate of a complex number 
 u = a+ b i conjugate is  u* = a – b i 
 u* = conj(u) = a – b i    …  see CPX functions 
  

Norm of a complex number 
Norm: the complex form of absolute value  abs( 
           see CPX functions 

Norm  |u| =     …   u* is conjugate 

 [   ( ] (3+2i) conj(3+2i ) )   3.6056   

⋆  Easier  with variables 

 3+2i [STO ] [ Z]   ║   [   ( ] Z conj(Z )  3.6056   

⋆  Easiest  with abs( Z)    
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 Graphical representation of complex numbers   

Real numbers have 2 properties – magnitude and direction.  
           Examples      a = +2 b = –5   
Imaginary numbers have 2 properties – magnitude and direction 
           Examples     w =+2i v = –5i  

Real and imaginary numbers are completely independent of each other,   
except at   a=0 (no extent or direction) and  w=0 (no extent or direction) 

 • Draw a 2D graph with real number line (Re) along the horizontal axis,  
  imaginary number line (Im) along the vertical 

 • These two axes intersect at (0,0) and are perpendicular.   

 
 

 Simple applications  Graph complex point   W = Re + i Im   
   W has horizontal distance, Re,  from (0, 0)  
      and  vertical distance,  Im,  from (0, 0) 

Norm     property: MAGNITUDE   (application of Pythagorean Theorem) 

 Norm  is the length between origin and point W       

 Norm =  W W  = 2 2Re Im   … general formula. 

 If    W = 2 + 1½ i    then    

 W W = (2–1½ i)  (2+1½ i)  =   4 + 2(1½ i) – 2(1½ i) – (1½)2
 i  

2   
  =  25/4  

 Norm = 25 /4   = 5/2  (= 2.5) 

  

Phase angle, property: DIRECTION   (sometimes called the polar angle)  

  is angle between the real number axis  
 and the line from  (0, 0) to the point W.  

  = tan–1( Im/Re )  For W = 2 + 1½  i, this would be   

  = tan–1( 1.5/2 ) =  0.644 radians (= 36.9∘) 
 

 Products of  i    Multiplication of complex values is a rotation in complex space. 

  each multiply by i is another 90∘ counter-clockwise rotation   

 

• i  0(+1) = i  0
 … (+1, 0 ); horizontal step from (0, 0); (+) Real axis     

• i  (1)  = i  1
 … (0, +i ); 90° CCW rotation from (0, 0); (+) Imaginary axis  

• i  (i  1)  = i  2
 … (–1, 0 ); 180° CCW rotation from (0, 0); (–) Real axis  

• i  (i  2)  = i  3
 … (0, –i  ); 270° CCW rotation from (0, 0); (–) Imaginary axis  

• i  (i  3)  = i  4
 … (+1, 0); 360° CCW rotation from (0, 0); (+) Real axis  

   i  
3 is 3 rotations from (+1, 0) and arrives at (0, –  i) …  or  i  

3  = –  i 
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This   Im vs  Re  graph  
is called an  Argand Diagram  for  

Jean Robert Argand (Fr) 1768-1822 
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